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SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCY
BENCHMARKING REPORT
YOUR STAGE: AWARE

The supply chain resiliency
maturity model

FINDINGS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. You have basic visibility of tier 1 supplier sites’
locations, parts-to-site mapping, & recovery times

Your company has initiated the journey towards
Supply Chain Resiliency. You’re at the first stage:
Aware.
This means, you have an ongoing
monitoring system that alerts you about disruptions
that might impact your operations. You might also
have some visibility to your suppliers’ global sites
and operations. Your supply chain experts are
spending a small portion of their time on managing
risk.

2. Your company needs formal teams with dedicated
functional leads
3. Your event response team is developing and has
limited resources
4. Event response process is functionally based on severity
without a standard operating procedure
5. You have started collecting Business Continuity
Plans (BCP) from critical suppliers, but haven't reviewed
the information provided

EXPECTED OUTCOME
•
Trade sanctions are being applied on different countries.

Part-site mapping provides country of origin information for a
few products that were mapped.

•

Alternate site information available to switch production.

A critical tier 2 supplier site announces an

•

Delayed knowledge of event due to limited tier 2 visibility.

unforeseeable event, and your tier 1 supplier is

•

No alternate tier 2 sites.

struggling to deliver on time.

•

Recovery time unavailable.

•

For BCPs collected: Delayed review of information and

Massive hurricane causes indefinite power outage at
supplier’s manufacturing site.

mitigations actions.
•

For BCPs not collected: Continuity and sourcing issues with
revenue loss.

Port workers’ strike leaves cargo operations crippled
near your site.
Emergency response team cannot find the required
information to create a plan during a disruptive event.
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•

No identified alternatives.

•

Higher shipping costs.

•

Delayed shipment and on-time delivery metrics affected.

•

Time lost in coordination.

•

Delayed mitigations.

•

Cash burn due to lack of resource utilization.
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WHAT DOES SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCY MATURITY MODEL MEAN?
A model that helps to evaluate your current risk management capabilities and build a transformational roadmap to be
Proactive and Resilient. Many companies assume they have a better than average supply chain resilience. However, in
case of a disruptive event – geographical or financial – it is evident that not all supply chains are equally resilient to
disruptions. Leading companies have a well-established people, process and technology framework to effectively and
efficiently manage risk.

RESILIENT

Your
organization’s
processes are
impacted due to a
disruption in the
supply chain

Your operations are
not impacted as
your organization
proactively reacts to
potential supply
chain disruptions

HOW TO REACH THE NEXT STAGE OF MATURITY?
To take your organization
from AWARE to
PROACTIVE in the
resiliency maturity model,
consider the following
recommendations.

● Make an all team inclusive Event Response Team.
● Regularly train team members to have a rapid response system.
● Integrate supply chain disruptions monitoring process with
supply chain mapping to ensure maximum visibility.
● Prioritize key risk areas based on company criticality and create
proactive mitigations for high-risk suppliers, parts & sites.
● Review BCPs of critical suppliers and identify gaps or areas of
improvement.
● Initiate projects to close the gaps identified.
● Set-up and achieve quarterly/half-yearly priority based goals to
leverage the most out of process, people & technology.

TAKE THE NEXT STEP TO MATURITY WITH RESILINC
Resilinc offers complete supply chain risk solutions that companies around the world utilize to step up their maturity model
and maintain excellence. If you’d like to discuss your results in detail and the next steps to supply chain maturity with us,
please feel free to reach out to us at info@resilinc.com.
Access the Ultimate Guide To Supply Chain Resiliency Program Success >> Click Here
Get your Free R Score Benchmark Report >> Click Here
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